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Disclaimer
• The information in this presentation is for educational purposes only and is not intended to be a recommendation 

to purchase or sell any of the stocks, mutual funds, or other securities that may be referenced. The securities of 
companies referenced or featured in the seminar materials are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be 
considered endorsed or recommended for purchase or sale by BetterInvesting™ / National Association of 
Investors™. The views expressed are those of the instructors, commentators, guests and participants, as the case 
may be, and do not necessarily represent those of BetterInvesting™. Investors should conduct their own review 
and analysis of any company of interest before making an investment decision. 

• Securities discussed may be held by the instructors in their own personal portfolios or in those of their clients. 
BetterInvesting presenters and volunteers are held to a strict code of conduct that precludes benefitting financially 
from educational presentations or public activities via any BetterInvesting programs, events and/or educational 
sessions in which they participate. Any violation is strictly prohibited and should be reported to the CEO of 
BetterInvesting or the Director of Chapter Relations. 

• This presentation may contain images of websites and products or services not endorsed by BetterInvesting. The 
presenter is not endorsing or promoting the use of these websites, products or services. 

• This session may be recorded for future use. 
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Tonight’s Panel of Experts
Bob Houle
Linda Hunt

Howard Johnson
Sriram Madabushi

Al Molter
Dan Perlman
Phil Sudore

Your Host, Chris McCarron
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Tonight’s Plan

You ask
Raise hand or put in question box

We answer
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Are you interested in finding out more about these topics?
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Advance stock investing Researching Companies



Are you interested in finding out more about these topics?
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SEC 
Statements 

(10K/Q)

Operating an 
Investment 

Club



Are you interested in finding out more about these topics?
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Survey Comments
➢ How to reevaluate a stock that I’ve bought when it’s share price & P/E ratio 

drops dramatically

➢ I have a math phobia; It’s serious. When equation ‘speak’ begins, my brain 

automatically shuts down. Would love to have basic terms described in simple 

everyday language.

➢ How do all the ssg plus entries interrelate?

➢ How can I find out what others are doing in research companies?

➢ How to manage my investment portfolio of mutual funds and some stocks
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Survey Comments (continued)

➢ I’ve never been quite clear on the last section of the SSG where one calculates 

the 3 zones. Would like a review of that.

➢ REITS

➢ I think it would be valuable if the chapter had a portfolio contest like some 
other chapters.

➢ Valuation analysis for small companies which may or may not have profitability

➢ Best way to access Value Line

➢ We need ways for clubs in the same area to communicate with each other and 
share ideas, help each other on treasurer's stuff, things like that
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Survey Comments (continued)

➢ When to sell

➢ What’s a First Cut?

➢ How to bench mark your portfolio against different indexes. Having difficulty with 
making sense of 10 k,10q and financial analysis. Thank you

➢ I want a portfolio contest that means something (not the $ reward) but the learning 
experience.

➢ Figuring out how to estimate sales. How to find companies

➢ How about a portfolio contest like other chapters have?

➢ Let's hold some workshops where we can talk back
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Survey Comments (continued)

➢ Mentoring on SSGs - personal help

➢ First Cut Stock Study on ONE company

➢ How to present milestone certificates to clubs

➢ I am spending way too much time on investing and stock studies. Really do not 
want to do any more than I am currently doing. In fact, I want to back off from time 
spent in this area.

➢ Can we be thinking about some kind of SSG contest?

➢ I would like to know more about "accelerating" one's investment growth

➢ ??
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Self Rating as Stock Investor
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Club Status
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Time Zone
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Questions? 

Chris McCarron
 contact@online.betterinvesting.net

www.BetterInvesting.org/Contact-us
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